SLA Pep Rally 2017

*At 2:30, students will be dismissed from class to go to advisory. They will have 5 minutes to gather belongings. From there, we will dismiss everyone by grade advisories.

Grade order: (There is a reason for this)
1. Senior Advisories
2. Freshmans Advisories
3. Juniors Advisories
4. Sophmores Advisories

*Building is at 23rd and Ranstead(between 23rd and Market/Chestnut) Mr. Gerwer, Ms. Martin, and Jeremy will guide the way at each block. Once students arrive, at approx. 2:50, we will start at 3:00 SHARP.

Opening:
- Mr. Gerwer will gather entire school
- Finesse Poem (Jowon and Afi)
- Welcoming
- Ashlye will talk for a minute about capstone
- Announcements (Give 30 secs. for teachers to transition to stage)

*TEACHERS, if you have any QUICK announcements or shoutouts to share, please be ready to step to the front.
- Activities will begin.

Activities: (Still being discussed of order)
- Minute to win it games (approx. 10 minutes)
- Teacher vs teacher dance battle
- Student vs student dance battle
- Winner vs winner

*Please note that there will be a variety of music and of course no profanity.